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Today I am very passionate about the root of what has been occurring during this last push in 
the effort to retain our Liberty.  I’m discussing the root of Liberty, as our Founders - especially 
Sam Adams, clearly understood it.  That being the roots established in the Reformation!   

I’m not ashamed or shy about identifying that evil has been allowed to propagate in this 
Republic because the pastors have not made Reformation truth extensible into every aspect of 
life including education and politics.  With the lack of our Founders desire for a moral and 
virtuous people, the battle for the Republic should have started in the pulpits. 

Nor am I shy about telling those who have been in the Patriot movement since the ‘70’s, as 
myself, that becoming sanctimonious now is turning their backs on what they were seeking since 
those early engagements against socialism, communism, globalism and elitism domestically. The 
full exposure of the inner workings of the enemies of the Republic can now be confronted by a 
force that once was in the valley of the shadow, confronted and then steps taken to return to 
Founders Intent. Because we did not raise many champions of Liberty in the moral and virtuous 
nature defined by our Founders, those that could have engaged in the mire of the swamp without 
being caught in the quicksand on the edges - the swamp as predicted by the Anti-federalists over 
the course of the last 60 years is a complete picture of their warnings - We now must be 
encouraged by a champion that has seen a greater cause then himself and has risen out of the 
swamp to fight the alligators and the venomous snakes that he’s lived amongst.  This is the last 
hope for the Republic to move in a direction of reform according to Foundational Principles. 

Yes, the fight will be grueling since even the majority of those in the Republican Party are 
swamp monsters too.  We who call ourselves true seekers of the Word and Patriots must reach a 
hand to this new Champion that refuses to give up and is willing to stand on the small island of 
hope that remains, being our Constitution as intended, as he looks to us to us accountability to 
help drain the swamp! 

I do make an appeal that you listen today if you never have before.  If you have been a regular 
listener, “Thank You”!  Based on what is at stake with the Supreme Court, this is the most 
critical election since the delegates were elected in 1774.  The parallels in history are discussed 
in today.  We are fighting for Liberty no different then the time of the Revolution. 

The Founders wanted us to gain knowledge and get involved! Being a Citizen is an Active 
involvement in our political life!  Let’s get our feet on the street for this time is critical! 

Join me on today’s program to value the Founders perspective of the mirrors of history and the 
reality of the present. 

  

And because you keep asking! 

References: 

For today’s program:   



All the reformation leaders that have written about the extensible truths that reaches into politics as 
much as in the church.  Here is a short list to learn from: Zwingli, Althusius, Baxter, Beza, Bullinger, 
Gillespie, Knox, Rutherford, Owen and Willard just for starters. 
 
 
Ones I can’t let go from being in front of you:  

From the Pulpits in the Foundation:  Ellis Sandoz, Political Sermons of the American Founding 
Era: 1730-1805, 2 volumes 

    http://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/sandoz-political-sermons-of-the-american-founding-era-1730-
1805-2-vols  

 

The 45-goals of the Communist for America read into the Congressional Record in 1963. 

 http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/1561529/posts  

 

The Massachusetts Election Day Sermons compiled by Lindsay Swift 1884 (read online or download) 

https://archive.org/details/massachusettsele00swif  

 

The Progressive Blue Print in use by Soros and because this is what Hillary and her 
globalist/communist – both party establishment ilk have been doing: “And Not a Shot is Fired” by 
Jan Kozak   http://www.robertwelchuniversity.org/Not_a_Shot.pdf  

 

Leaving this as a baseline on Progressives & Progressivism is Communism:  
The American Road to Socialism by William Z. Foster 
http://www.revolutionarydemocracy.org/archive/foster.htm  
[section from History of the Communist Party of the United States, International Publishers, New York, 
1952]  

Adding one for all to get:  Doctrine of the Lesser Magistrate 

https://lessermagistrate.com/lesser-magistrates-book/  

 

If you are a Christian then this is a must for these present times: Tactics of Christian Resistance 
by Dr. Gary North  http://www.garynorth.com/TACTICS_OF_CHRISTIAN_RESISTANCE.pdf  
 

Because our theology is wacko: 
“Unholy Alliance: The History of the National Council of Churches” free pdf. by C. Gregg Singer 

http://www.garynorth.com/UnholyAlliance.pdf 

 


